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Price $124,900
Specifications:

Year:  1966  

VIN:  012647  

Make:  Shelby  

Stock:  012647  

Model/Trim:  Cobra 427 Roadster  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Exterior:  Red  

Interior:  Black  

Mileage:  1,154

1966 Shelby Cobra 427 Roadster

Step right into the realm of classic muscle and unparalleled
performance with this iconic 1966 Shelby Cobra 427 Roadster. With
only 1154 miles on the clock, this automotive masterpiece is a shining
testament to the golden age of American engineering, a true collector's
dream that has been meticulously cared for and preserved.

The sultry red exterior of this Cobra is more than just a color; it's a
statement. It's the first hint of the raw power that lies beneath, a vibrant
promise of the adrenaline rush that awaits you. As you approach this
legendary vehicle, the paint catches the sunlight and dances with a fiery
passion, an ode to the era of unbridled horsepower and torque.

Slip into the cockpit, and you'll find yourself surrounded by a sea of
black – the color of sophistication and timeless style. The interior, while
the exact material remains a storied mystery, invites you to become one
with the machine. It's not just a seat; it's your throne as you take
command of this road-conquering beast.

The heart of this 1966 Shelby Cobra is its awe-inspiring 427 engine, a
powerplant that has become synonymous with American muscle. It's an
engine that doesn't just perform; it roars to life with a symphony of
power that resonates through the very core of your being. This isn't just
driving; it's an experience that ignites the senses and demands the
attention of everyone within earshot.

While the list of manufacturer options and packages remains as
enigmatic as the car itself, it's clear that this Shelby Cobra 427 Roadster
doesn't need to rely on bells and whistles. Its allure comes from its raw,
unadulterated power, its pure racing lineage, and the undeniable fact
that it represents a pivotal moment in automotive history.

Imagine yourself behind the wheel, the wind in your hair as you
navigate winding roads with the precision and agility that only a Shelby
Cobra can offer. Feel the responsive feedback through the steering
wheel as you command this roadster to dance to your tune, hugging
curves and rocketing down straights in a way that only a car of this
caliber can.
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This 1966 Shelby Cobra 427 Roadster isn't just a vehicle; it's a piece of
art, a slice of history, and a performance machine all wrapped into one.
It's an investment in not only a rare and sought-after collector's item but
also in the joy of driving – the kind of joy that only comes from piloting a
car as legendary as this one.

Don't miss your chance to own a piece of automotive royalty. This
Shelby Cobra is waiting for its next custodian, someone who
appreciates the finer things in life, the thrill of the drive, and the legacy
of a true American icon. Act now and claim your piece of history,
because opportunities like this come once in a lifetime. This 1966
Shelby Cobra 427 Roadster is not just a car; it's your ticket to a world of
excitement and prestige. FOR MORE INFORMATION TEXT ME AT
(972)522-9856 IVAN FERNANDEZ (( ALL BOOKS AND RECORDS))

427 FE 482 CID 650 HP ALL ALUMINUM (ROBIN POND) 427 SIDE
OILER ALUMINUM BLOCK HAS CORRECT DATE!

TREMIC TKO 600 CENTERFORCE CLUTCH LAKE WOOD BELL
HOUSING! 9" INDEPENDENT REAR 9,000

LEATHER AND INTERIOR OSTRICH;FINISHING ACCESSORIES

POWDER COATING SUSPENSION AND FRAME;BUILD SHEET
PLUS ENGINE SPEC SHEET INCLUDED ALBUM WITH
PICTURES!!!!!!

 

 

 

Low Mileage, Leather Seats, AM/FM Radio, 4-Speed Top-Loader
Manual, Three Keys, Well-Maintained, Very Clean, and much more!

 

***

 

Come see our indoor showroom in Dallas with 100+ carefully selected
luxury vehicles from Volkswagen, Audi, and more! We also have a

service department, which offers expert service on VW & Audi vehicles.

 

We Are Your DFW Premier Used & Pre Owned Dealer Near Dallas,
Plano, Frisco, McKinney, Addison, Richardson, Irving, Grand Prairie,

Arlington, and other surrounding cities.

 

We offer financing for any type of credit and first time buyers. We take
trade-ins, and offer world-wide shipping, extended warranties, and

installation of additional desired items. We welcome third party
inspections!
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Our Location :
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Installed Options
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